
MevoFit Launches "Echo Dash" HR Fitness
Band & Smart Watch - Fitness Tracker Bands
with Heart Rate for Men & Women!

Echoronics Dash

Brought to you in association with
MevoFit(USA)-Echo Dash is a Fitness Band
with USB dongle which is Sleek, Stylish,
Powerful, Responsive& Loaded with
Features!

NEW DELHI, NEW DELHI, INDIA,
December 31, 2018 /
EINPresswire.com/ -- Over the past few
years, the market for wearables and
fitness trackers has grown
exponentially. With the Indian market
being receptive to wearables from
brands such as Fitbit and Apple, several
other manufacturers have launched
their own products in the Indian
market at very competitive prices.
Indian consumers are lapping up
fitness trackers and implementing
them in their day-to-day activities with
an ultimate aim of becoming
healthier.

MevoFit, a fitness technology start-up
has recently announced the launch of
another amazing fitness band - Echo
Dash. Echo Dash is a comfortable
fitness tracker that has been engineered with exclusive features to register vital fitness
parameters. The inbuilt optical sensor monitors the intuitive heart rate 24*7 and makes it easy
for the user to maximize workloads. This all-in-one activity tracker records essential fitness
parameters such as steps taken, distance covered, and calories burned. This light weight activity
tracker is comfortable to be worn even during sleep; when details such as sleep amount, quality
and associated patterns are recorded for analysis and recommendations. 

Echoronics Dash is a sleek smart watch which is available in three dazzling colors i.e. black, blue
and red. The band has a 0.87 inch OLED single point touch screen that can be activated with
slight gestures. The activity tracker is supported with a robust Lithium Polymer battery. The USB
dongle on the fitness tracker can be used for charging when connected with the laptop or
computer’s USB port. The fitness band is equipped with features such as smart heart rate
tracker, advanced sleep tracker, incoming call, SMS, social notifications etc. to stay connected all
the time. The device can be connected to all popular phone brands such as Samsung, Apple,
Xiaomi Mi, Huawei, Motorola, Lenovo, Oppo, Vivo, One Plus, LG, etc.

The Echo Dash fitness band is a lightweight activity tracker which is splash-proof, scratch tolerant

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://www.amazon.in/stores/node/14349373031
https://www.amazon.in/Echo-Dash-Fitness-Smart-Watch/dp/B07HCBMMYV/
https://www.amazon.in/Echo-Dash-Fitness-Smart-Watch/dp/B07HCBMMYV/


and skin friendly. It is easy to use as it
operates on single point touch
technology. There is effortless charging
with USB direct. Switched on, it
seamlessly syncs data between the
band and app through Bluetooth
connectivity. Echoronics Dash is a
handy and smart band that can be
easily worn throughout the day. Just
wear it nice and easy in a casual
manner around your wrist. The best
part, it syncs all the data captured
around your activity from the band in
the app for unified data management.
At one glance, you are able to keep a
tab on all your daily activity.

Features of Echo Dash

This fitness band from the Mevolife Inc.
comes with several features. It also has
exclusive features to register important
fitness parameters. It keeps a close
watch on the steps taken, distance,
calories burned as well as active
minutes. There is an inbuilt optical
sensor to monitor the heart rate 24x7,
which lets users keep track of their
health continuously. It comes with
sleep tracking that analyzes the
duration of sleep and other associated
patterns. The alarm in the band
functions as a motivator and engages
users in workout in order to achieve
aggressive goals. It alerts (sedentary
alerts) users if they are inactive for a
specified time period. Further, this
fitness tracker displays call, SMS and
social alerts on the band screen so that
you don't miss out on anything. 

Ms. Khyati Mahajan, founder of
MevoFit said, “Our endeavor has been
to create a wave of positive fitness
transformation in the Indian society.
We have fitness bands for both
amateur and mature fitness and sports
enthusiasts. Echoronics Dash comes
with rich and diverse features which
makes it a satisfying buy for the
passionate fitness enthusiasts. Further, the intuitive Heart Rate feature is what makes this fitness
tracker stand apart from others. ”

Echo Dash is available in India for Rs. 2490 onwards. If you are looking to buy this fitness band,
then you can purchase it from either Amazon or Flipkart and get it at a cheaper rate.

https://www.mevofit.com/


About the company:
MevoFit is a fitness technology startup of unique apps & web that reward you with merchandise
to lose weight and get fit. MevoFit aspires to touch the lifestyle of its users in multiple ways, not
just technology but a whole world of fitness incubating services in the physical and non-physical
form to shake up and energize the entire fitness ecosystem. In order to make this goal easier
Mevolife has developed an all in one health management ecosystem which includes Fitness
Apps, Fitness Merchandise, B2B & B2C Service Platforms. Their fitness gear includes Fitness
Bands, Gym Bags, Fitness Apparels & Sports Sipper.
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